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The host organisation
Find us on Facebook:

https://www.facebook.com/initiativesforchangegr

Initiatives for Change is a group of young people,

created in 2019. Our goal is for everyone to become

familiar with the idea of active citizen participation and

European citizenship & to promote mutual

understanding between young people from different

countries through intercultural dialogue.



Where our YE will take place

Lovely Athens! It can be reached by bus or plane.
More information on how to arrive will be given

after your final selection. Our venue and
accommodation will be in 'Welcomon hostel'

(Kapodistriou 4) and you will be divided in rooms of
4 people of the same gender *non-binary

participants can choose where they feel safer*.

You can find the hostel here:
 https://welcommonhostel.gr/



BUT WHERE DO WE STAND?WE ENTERED A (MID & POST) PANDEMIC ERA...

What is N.E.N.O about?



Our main
objectives

To support participants overcome self-defeating

habits, that prevent them from successfully marketing

themselves close to their professional capabilities

To enable youngsters maximise their

individual potential on a personal, social & vocational

level by promoting inter- and intrapersonal skills

 

To improve significantly verbal and non-verbal

communication skills in a social and/or

professional environment;



HOW DO YOU KNOW THAT 
''NEW ERA, NEW OPPORTUNITIES'
IS FOR YOU?

You want to become more self-

aware: You want to understand

yourself, enhance your unique

strengths and learn to identify your

weaknesses.

You want to learn more about active

communication, how you connect to

others and how can  you use body

language to your advantage

You feel like you lack know-how and

first hand experience for your

professional life: how to nail interviews,

be good at public speaking or construct

a winner CV



DAYS 1-2: 
GROUP BONDING

Breaking down the Segments of the Exchange

MIDDLE, 24-26/10/22 END, 28-30/10/22BEGGINING, 22-23/10/22

DAYS 3-5: 
THEME EXPLORING 

 
ARRIVAL, GETTING TO
KNOW EACH OTHER,

COMMON RULES, THEME
INTRODUCTION

9 days (including traveling)

THE AFFECT OF LABELS,
REDEFINING ONESELF,

FIELD ACTIVITY 

DAYS 6-8: 
WRAPPING UP

 
 

GOAL SETTING,
INTERVIEW

PREPARATION, 
 DISSEMINATION,

DEPARTURE



 

To complete our
objectives, we have
based this youth

exchange on 2 main  
 pillars



INTRA-
PERSONAL
INTELLIGENCE
How we communicate
with ourselves



INTER-
PERSONAL
INTELLIGENCE
How we communicate
with others



Your
facilitator

Maria had been involved in youth work from 2014 and she is active in Erasmus+ scheme

from 2015. She is a teacher who focuses her work, research and activism on human rights,

as well as dealing with traumatic life experiences in youth and children. She provides

lectures & trainings to help alleviate the consequences of social polarization in ideas and

foster the sense of social inclusion in any educational or working level. 

Find and follow her on LinkedIn!

Maria Chatzidionysiou



Our partner organisations 
 

Italy

Turkey

Bulgaria

 Bayburt Gençlik Grubu
 Asociata Scout Society Romania

and reimbursements per country

Organisation Part. Up to Country
GreeceInitiatives for Change

Lithuania

6 + leader 23 EUR

AI..M Network
Poland

Active Society

Regionalne Centrum Wolontariatu 

 Enterprising Partners

5 + leader
5 + leader

5 + leader

5 + leader
5 + leader

5 + leader
*Don't book anything that hasn't been approved from us first* :)

275 EUR

275 EUR

275 EUR
275 EUR
275 EUR

275 EUR



DO YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS FOR US?

We are looking
forward to receiving

your applications!




